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ABSTRACT

In connection with the problem of the ferroelectricity a differential

formalism is developed as a tool to describe the fine electronic properties in

solids. This includes the gauge invariant definition of the differentiation

in k-space (position operator), the notion of holonomy group and characteristic

gauge field in k-space of electron states. A variational principle and

possible solutions of resulting field equations are discussed. A criterion

for the appearance of the ferroelectricity is proposed.
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The purpose of thia communication is to give an idea for

the explanation of some peculiar properties of ferroele^trics,

that is dielectrics which in some conditions can pass to a state

with spontaneous electric polarization. Main properties of such

solids are well known; presence of a Curie point with phase tran-

sition, possibility of inverting the polarization by an external

electric field et c.

But you cannot predict the ferroelectricity in a sample

knowing only the crystal structure of the solid. Spontaneous

polarization can be detected only by appropriate dielectric experi-

ments. The very distinguishing feature is the high specificity

of the ferroelectric phenomenon itself. For exemple if we consider

the long list of perowskites of the type ABO_ we detect some

phase transition at a Curie point in many of them, but only few

are really ferroelectrics ) . The substitution of only one atom

in the chemical formula ( for exemple ; DaTiO, —*. iirTiCu ) leads

to the disappearance of the phenomenon.

Even the moat notorious "soft modes" theory of ferroelec-
2)tricity does not really work hero because both crystal structure

and elastic parameters fpr all perowakites are practically the

aame and therefore soft modes of crystal vibrations must be also

similar.

All this shows that the posaible explanation of ferroelectri-

city must certainly take into account the specificity of the elec-

tronic arrangement in the solid 3)

Ferroelectricity is without doubt a phenomenon of certain

"condensation" described by an order parameter. But the polarization

itself cannot be a proper parameter because,as was said above,

many observed phase transitions in related crystals produce no

polarization. Perhaps this situation is in some sense similar to

the case of an electric current in a superconductor which by no

means can be regarded as an order parameter: it appears only in

some specific configurations of conductors and fields. In a cor-

responding paper we proposed for the role of an order parameter

the Bogolubov complex pair potential ( condensate wave function)

describing the pairing between the discrete set of Wannier states.

Below we shall sea how thia idea works.
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To investigate the electronic structure of a solid the

most convenient is to work in ao called quasimomentum representa-

tion in the theory of zones. Tn this representation the action

of needed coordinate ( position ) operator on the wave function

is expressed by the well known formula 4^

where H ^ and ^„„ are respectively the diagonal and essentially

con diagonal matrix elements of the type

defined on Bloch states in the crystal. The position operator

apparently contains two different parts corresponding to the

two different aspects of the behaviour of an electron in a crys-

tal lattice: global (general) crystalline and locally atomic.

Quasimomentum and "crystalline" part of the coordinate represent

two canonical conjugate quantities;

j-J^" (3)

r q

We shall consider the one particle state vector i „(.*") in the

quasimomentum representation as an internal vector (multiplet)

in some "internal" vector space associated with each point

of the base space - in our caae the Brillouin zone ( BZ ) or

variety T . This vector is subject to an inner (intrazonal)

gauge transformation belonging to a fundamental representation of

certain gauge group:

L , (4)
= 5

where for example in the spin 1/2 case

S.-e (5)

The term ?^ = o f ^ , giving., roughly speaking^the mean

position of the electron charge in an elementary cell of crys-

tal lattice for a Bioch state, ia transformed like the potential
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ol a certain gauge field:

(fa)

Geometrically we can introduce a notion of an equivalent

(or parallel) infinitesimal displacement of the inner vector

(muitiplet) in the base space according to the formula

C
where \ - \, X^ is the corresponding matrix coefficient

(or parameter) of the linear connection nnd tt^ - hermitian

potential operator mentionned above.

Equivalence of vectors io invariant under gauge transfor-

mations because of the transformation laws [4) and (6) or

in)

fj,Hence the classical gauge potentials fj, provide a gauge-

invariant definition of equivalence of muitipieta at neighboring

points in the base k-spn.ee (Bz). The action of the "crystal"

coordinate operator can thus be identitied with a covariant

differentiation

Consider now the commutator or different componento of the

"crystal" coordinate operator:

= " * • " * ^ ' • ( I O J

Taking into account that the components of the full coordinate

operator naturally muat commute, we can define the internal

curvature tensor operator

which can in principle be calculated from the matrix elements

of coordinate between different -zones.



The operator transforms as

' - st «?£„-,
we shall call it the characteristic structural gauge Held in.
k-apace (BZJ .

if ft^ = 0 everywhere on base variety T , then the gauge

potentials can be transformed away by a suitable inner tranafor-

mat ion. in fact, from (B) we obtain that *« = 0 if the trans-

formation law satisfy the equation n S.^ s V̂ 1 S M • The result

R"^? = 0 follows then from the integrabillty conditions of this

equation.

It is easy to show that in order to have nonvanishing gauge

field R.V <.«!•> the equivalence transport of internals vectors

r*
defined by the gauge potentials U must bo path dependent.

Ail these results are familiar in differential geometry of mani-

roids with linear connection.

Finite equivalence transport around a closed curve C in the

oase T^ results generally in a linear transformation of internai

vectors at the point k :

Hercwitn the following conditions are satisfied

That in the set oi transformation operators H {.<-) form a group,

ao called internal noionomy group, which is a connected con-

tinuous Lie group. Structural gauge field ftv, is nonvanishing

If and only if the nolonomy group of linear connection U is

not trivial.

Considering a closed iminitesimai contour one can deduce

the development

where ^ *r.i. t is the infinitesimal element of contour area. Prom

tnis expression we otjtain that the operators ft „ ( and aiso

-^'9,1^ ,^%¥^? ) belong to tne Lie algebra of the ho-

lonomy group at the point k .
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Further it ia not difficult to write the operator of finite

translation along some line L in base space; «<<.*•> . It is rep-

resented by the usual ordered exponential

Ow-I -\V&
(operator ordering from right to left with increacinc n is

indicated by T).

At last, from foregoing it is easy to see that the holonomy

groups in different points of the base variety are isomorphics:

The evolved formaiiam of structural gauge fields in the

space of one particles "states in a solid allows a most general

invariant formulation without any coordinates.

Firat let us consider a linear differential form with mat

rix values defined on a closed compact variety rf- :

a

This form is characteristic for a given crystal and can in prin-

ciple be evaluated.

Further we define the external multiplication and exter-

nal differentiation by il-forms

OS)

The requirement of the one-valuedness of Bloch function in

the Brillouin zone leads to the fundamental equation

=0
which represent a combination ol" two equations corresponding

to one-Bonal and interzonal cases

=0
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what we may write in the form:

C 2 3 )

Here we recognize the equation (11) aDove, tha t ia the curvature
2-forms Xn these equations are

H &

(24;

Uaing the properties of external difrerentiation of the

forma we consecutively obtain

(27)

^From this the Bianchi identities ̂  ^ n = 0 follow . In that way

we ootain the lull system or Cartan structure equations of con-

sidered manifold.

tio the structure gauge n o l d (vij and the hoionomy group of

linear connection W , defined on variety T^ ( Briilouin zone )

may serve to check the fine electronic arrangement of a soiia.

i''or simplicity as an eenpie we shall consider later only the

Ahel case of gauge group Ufij , when the hermitian gauge field

is simply LO^(.^= -iot "7 « W ) . .

The equations describing the gauge fields are usually ob-

tained from some variational principle. Here we choose the prin-

ciple of test localisation of considered states. By the way it

is neceaaary for a good definition of the electric moment of a

physical system.

Localisation can be measured by the dispersion or the mean

fluctuation of the coordinate:
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For any one-zonal wave function T^I*} in quasimomentum

representation the dispersion will be expressed by the functional

The influence of the structure gauge field may be cleared up

if we calculate the dispersion for the case of a given simple

Gaussian state 4J

Pnase transformation here can be used, to remove tne eradiont; part

oi the potential Tnen for sufficiently vie find

The first term come from the general uncertainty principle irrespec-

tively of any zonal structure. The second term is always pre-

sent in all solids, it depends on zonal structure and express

the phenomenon of "zitterbewegung" between tnc zones. This term

is thus analogous to the square of the Compton wave length of tne

uirac particle. Finally,the last term gives just the extra smear-

ing of a particle m a solid due to the pretTence of tne gauge

field tO^i'-^ .

Thia simple exeinple given us a hint for the formulation

a general variat.iorial principle ac follows:

OJ;

where we integrate over all Bi-iilouxn zone.

Bearing in mind the further applications we can consider

here Tne complex function 4t«C) = \ 9 l«o I exp \. Y C ^ ri:s tne

condensate wave luncxion (. pair potential j, i.he cnjiracienEtic

constant g (.dimension cm"' J is tied vvit>i the L'Itocl,.ive linear

suale of the oonsiaered physical system, fhe mcanijif; of constants

Rlld C ( dimension cm and cm" ) one can find from

For example the value of c, can be estimated as l'o]iowr,:



where and are the mass and. the effective mass of an elec-
tron in the crystal lattice;

zones. *.

By variation over &1« ana o u

- is the energy gap between

we obtain the equations:

plus the Boundary conditions which nullify the arising integrals

over full surface of Briiloum zone.

It seems that the solving of theae equations ( of tne Lan-

dau-Ginaburg type ) m general case is irnpoa3iblB. The greatest

interestt.however, representstne string like solutions of vortex

line type, m fact, in presence of gauge fieid "S(<)tbe phase

oi' the pair potential $„{*) depends manifestely on the path L to

coming at the point k ; it contains tne linear integral of the

form 2 ju1>,AS.K • The requirement of the one-valuedne3s

of the pair potential m the general case leads to a necessary

claim:

tO,,C>) = 0 , where 4W U ) t 0

{. m some sense this situation resemble to the Meiasner effect ) .

Thus the presence of the gauge field ct) { that is the non trivial-

ity of the hoionomy group } prevents tne appearance of tne

order parameter. But if the gauge field (o appears only in the

lorm of discrete "vortex" lines, we can isolate them as singular

linea and in the resulting multiconnected domain remove the linear

integrals m tne phase to within a sum of multiples of cyclic

,corresponding to one circuit around eacn line*

Tno one-valuedness requirement here is secured by the condition

a> = VIYJT { m is an integer.! which in turn leads to tne quanti-

zation of tne spontaneous electrical moment of the system ^ .
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it is easy to 3ee that the equations 133J-tJ4J admit the

needed string like solutions. In fact, at sufficiently great

distance ( in k-spacej from the vortex core the modulus of pair

potential ^ L*~) may tie considered as a constant equal to the

value 4-tlJ = °2^ C4 ' c°rrespondmg to an "ordinary" phase tran-

sition.On the vortex axis, after (.35) , we have always V = 0 .

.from the equation C 33J in cylindrical coordinates it is easy to

estimate the fluctuation \ - 4 "̂  gj" *f • Tnis result aeter-

minea the characteristic length in k-space on which tne constant

value of $<.«.") iS attained; "̂  ̂  = 1 / 'I ,j c.,^ ( correlation length ;,

An estimate of this lenght wa3 given above.

The equation C34J in our case taKes tne London form:

Uj CJY)

where the singularity is presented at rignt as a two-dimensional

O -function. The quantity \ K = 1/q.l-Vl is the depth of pene-

tration of the gauge field tO> m the domain where § f 0 . Equa-

tion VS1) is valid when \ A > X A , but both characteristic lengths

must be of same order of value. Tne solution in cylindrical coor-

dinates

and

describes a straight vortex tube or m the limiting case - a ixne.

The generalization to the curved linea la evident but analy-

tically much more cumbersome.We can uae here tlu; metnoda of. general

vortex theory ana magnetO3tatic, The symmetry and periodicity

of crystal lattice arid inverse lattice put significant restrict

on the form and location of vortea iinea m briilouin zone ^ .

For example it is eaay to ace that yuu cannot plaou n ciorsoci vor-

tex contour m a Bi'iiluum aone of a cubic crystal: the syrnine L ry

must go lower down at leaau to the letragono..!. type.
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The polarization is proportional •''to the mean value of the

hermitian structural gauge vector potential on the base T-' (BZ).

For the most simple case of only one closed singular line of the

field £*J , malting a corresponding cut to obtain a single- connected

domain and using the multivalued scalar potential, it is not

difficult to find the necessary mean value:

J"? (40J

where ̂  is the quantized intensity of the vortex line ( 3 6 J , J C ~

the surface bounded by the contour. In the gaugetilvt = 0 and

IS = 0 > iov t h e 'l'e'traSonai crystal group C.^ , by the reflec-

tions method it is easy to nave the value of the radiua of a cir-

cu.i.ar contour in ( k ,k ; plane: R
x y c

: 37 { a" - o ), where

a and c are the lattice parameters.

Hence in this simple model for tne minimum polarization or

a monocrystaJ. we nave

O _ _ - (- - -t
L ~ a \a w •> (At)

where V is the number of active electrons by elementary cell.

Putting the corresponding quantities we obtain: ~1(j~ coui/cm

for BaTiO- and ~ 1 0~4 coui/cmS for PbTiO, , which is in a

satisfactory agreement with the experimental data.

In the came manner one can investigate the more complex

non abelinn cases to take into account, for example , the spin

and related ferromaenctic properties.

The foregoing permit to lormulate the criterion for the

possible appearance in a 3olid (. in the issue of a phase tran-

sition with the crystal symmetry change J of a spontaneous

electric moment, Ji.Lectric polarization of the ferroelectric type

occurs if, f irst ly, the internal holonomy group of linear con-

nection \^= -Wv,defined on tne T̂  Dase space of the electron

states is not t r ivial and, secondly, the corresponding structural

gauge field (. internal curvature tensor (HJ ) leaas to the

muiticonnected texture of tne Brillouin zone.

To conclude we remaric "Chai; the appearance of structural gauge

potentials in the tneory of lerroelectricity is not amazing. The

mere fact that the position operator occurs in the theory derriando

definitions of a gauge invariant concept of differentiation in

lc-space, if we want the notion of electric moment to have an in-

variant meaning under ic-point dependent tW-uge transformations.
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